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SUMMARY

Scope:

The resident inspectors conducted routine inspections in the
areas of operational safety verification, maintenance and
. surveillance activities, spent fuel pool activities, plant start-
up following a refueling outage, and reportable occurrences. The
inspectors conducted backshift inspections on May 18, and June 1,
15, 1992.

Results:

One violation with two examples was identified for failure to
follow procedure. In the first example, a non-licensed operator
deenergized the wrong load shedding and sequencing panel. In the
second example, maintenance technicians did not follow a
procedure which resulted in a loss of turbine electro-hydraulic
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fluid pressure and-a reactor scram. This violation indicates an
undesirable trend in personnel errors (paragraphs 3.A. and 3.D.).

One unresolved item associated'with bypass leakage _around the
standby-gas treatment system filters was identified (paragraph''

3.E.). One non-cited violation was identified for failure to
~

lock a transient very high radiation area door (paragraph 3.F.).

~ The licensee met the objectives in the areas of safety !

. verification, maintenance and surveillance activities (paragraphs
3,'4, and 5),

!,
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REPORT DETAILS
|

1

l' Persons Contacted.

Licensee Employees
i*W. Cottle, Vice President, Nuclear Operations

*M. Dietrich, Director, Qur'lity Programs
J. Dimmette, Manager, Performance and System Engineering

*C. Dugger, Manager, Plant Operations
*C.'Ellsaesser,-Operations Superintendent
M. Guynn, Operations Supervisior, Radiological Controls
C. Hutchinson, General Manager
F. Mangan, Direce.or, Plant Projects and Support

*M. Meisner, Director, Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Affairs
D. Pace, Director, Nuclear Plant Engineering
*J. Roberts, Manager, Plant Maintenance
*R. Ruffin, Acting Superintendent, Plant Licensing

other litensee. employees contacted included superintendents, .

supervisors, technicians, operators, security force members,
and eaministrative personnel.

*Arcended exit-interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are
'

listed-in the last paragraph.

2. Plant. Status

The plant was in the fifth refueling outage at the beginning
of this inspection period. The unit startup from RF05
commenced on June 4, 1992. During this'startup, the plant'
scrammed from 4.5 percent power on high neutron flux due to
a lightning strike on June 6, 1992. The unit scrammed a
second time from 100 percent power on June 18, 1992, due to
low turbine EHC fluid pressure.

3. Operational Safety (71707 and 93702)

Daily cussiont were held with plant management and
-various tembers ot the plant operating staff. The
inspectors:made frequent visits to the control room to
review the statusiof equipment, alarms, effective LCOs,-
temporary alterations, instrument readings, and staffing.
Discussions were held as appropriate to understand the
significance of conditions observed.

Plant tours were. routinely conducted and included portions
of'the control building, turbine building, auxiliary
building,-radwaste building, containment and outside areas.
'These observations included safety-related tagout
verifications, shift turnovers, sampling programs,
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_ housekeeping and general plant conditions. Additionally,
I the-inspectors observed the status fire protection:

' equipment, the control of activities in progress, the
' problem identification systems, and the readiness of the

- onsite emergency response facilities. No deficiencies were
identified.

On a-weekly basis, selected ILF systema were confirmed
,

operable by verifying that accessible valve flow path
alignments were correct, power supply breaker and fuse
status were correct and instrumentation was cparar3cnal.
The following' systems were confirmed operable using
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Based System Inspection Plans:

Standby Liquid Control (SLCS)*

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) C*

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)*

The inspectors _ reviewed safety . elated tagouts 922065 (TBCW
HX Exch A) and 9113761(Radial well pump F) to ensure that
the-tagouts were-properly prepared and performed.

The inspectors reviewed the activities associated with the
listed below events:

a. On May 19, 1992, during the performance of Work Order
(WO) 57258,_to replace the 15 VDC and 24 VDC power
supply for the Division 1, load shedding and sequence

'

(LSS) panel,-an operator mistakenly.deenergized the
Division 2 LSS panel instead. The unit was in a
refueling outage at the time. The control room
received an: annunciator alarm when the Division 2 LSS
panel was deenergized. The control room immediately
contacted the operator-in the field who verified that
theLDivision 2 panel was inadvertently de-energized and
Limmediately-placed it back.in service. This failure to
follow the-documented instructions associated with the
work order'is the first' example-_of a failure to follow
procedure violation and will be documented as Violation-
92-16-01.

b. During RF05-while performing an inspection of fuel-

assembly XNC-827, difficulty was experienced in
-removing tia upper tie plate (UTF). Video examination -

conducted by.the licensee-concluded that some of the-
compression springs _were compressed more than normal
thus preventing 1UTP-removal. The compression springs,

were positioned on the non-tie fuel rod end cap shafts
between-the end cap shoulder and the UTP. This
arrangement was intended to provide for ready removal

_ _ .__ _ . , .._ ._,_ ___ - , . . _ - . _
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of the UTP. The UTP is depressed a short distance
against the compression springs to allow locking lugs
on the tie rods to be rotated for removal.

Inspection of additional 8 X 8 fuel assemblies showed
similar spring compression. Anomalies observed
included:

(1) Tie rods were growing less than some non-tie rods
which was contrary to prediction and experience.

(2) Variability of growth among fuel rods was greater
than predicted.

_

GGNS fuel is supplied by Siemens Nuclear Power (SNP)
Corporation (formerly Advance Nuclear Fuels
Corporation). The third batch of SNP 8 X 8 reload was
showing greater than expected closure of the
compression spring at exposures of 26 to 29 gigawatt
days per metric ton (GWD/MT).

The root cause investigation and evaluation of expected
fuel performance during Fuel Cycle 6 was still in
progress at the end of the inspection period by the
corporate office (Nuclear Engineering and Analysis ,

a

Department). Followup to this evaluation will be
documented as Inspector Followup Item 92-16-02.

c. During the evening of June 6, 1992, a seve~e
thunderstorm with lightning activity was in progress.in
the site vicinity. A tornado watch was also in effect.
At 1835 hours the reactor automatically scrammed due to
high neutron flux signals on APRM channels C, D, G, and -

H-which exceeded the 15% APRM low power setpoint. The
subsequent reactor water level swell resulted in a
level 8 trip of the main turbine. The reactor was
procedurally brought to a safe and stable condition
with no major difficulties by the operators.

A lightning strike very near the plant at the time the
reactor scrammed was verified by eye witnesses who were
outside at the time. This scram, which was similar to
previous scrams, continued to demonstrate the
susceptibility of the plant, especially the APRMs, to
lightning induced scrams. It appears that previous
investigations and plant modifications have not been-
effective in protecting the plant against this

. phenomenon. The inspectors will continue to
closely follow this_ issue as Inspector Followup Item
92-16-03.

I
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" d.- On June 18, 1992 at 0932 hours, the reactor scrammed on
an APRM upscale trip signal. The upscale trip was
caused by a void collapse which was the result of a
main turbine. control and stop valve closure resulting
from a ~1oss of electro-hydraulic control system (EHC)
oil pressure.

Prior to this event, non-licensed operators performing ~

regular surveillance rounds verified high differential
pressure readings-across the EHC filter indicating tha;
the filter needed_to be cleaned. A three way valve was
then closed to isolate the filter and a vent plug aPove
the filter flange was torqued loose to verify that the -

filter was isolated from EHC system pressure. A rag
was placed over the vent plug during detensioning. Oil
on the rag indicated that the filter was not isolated
from EHC system pressure and that a three-way valve
used to isolate the' filter did not fully close. The
control room was informed of the filter isolation
problem and Condition Identification (CI) 028274 was
initiated identifying problems with three-way valve,
FA-78. When the next shift came on duty, the new shift-

was not informed that a problem existed with isolation
of the EHC filter. As a result, the new shift crew did
not inform the mechanical maintenance staff of filter
isolation problems before the maintenance staff began
to perform filter cleaning. This lack of communica-
tions during shift turnover contributed to the loss of
EHC system pressure from the unisolated filter..

-Maintenance workers were instructed to clean the
g clogged EHC filter _per Work Order (WO) 075620. While -

performing this WO, the _ naintenance staf f failed to
follow procedural steps which required venting of the
. filter through a vent plug on the filter flange before
removal of flange cover stud nuts. Step 7.1.2 of
General Maintenance Instruction (GMI) 07-S-14-368
required the maintenance staff to detension a top vent7

plug on the filter flange and check for leaking EHC
fluid with the use of a rag placed over the vent plug.
The workers failed to perform this step and proceeded
to detension filter flange cover. stud nuts _to relieve
filter static pressure _and to remove the filter flange
cover without being aware _that the filter was still
dynamically pressurized.- As the bolts were loosened,
the flange seal failed and EHC oil fluid rapidly leaked
'from-the flange. Approximately'2000 gallons of EHC
fluid leaked from the flange, depressurizing the EHC
system and subsequently causing the reactor scram.
This second example of the licensee's failure to follow
procedures was identified as violation 92-16-01.
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e. During October 1991 (MNCR 0148-91, dated 10//31/91) the
licensee discovered that foam rubber seals were
installed around the SGTS A and B fan motor driver
shafts and that duct tape had been placed over leaking
areas of the fans housings. This non-conformance
between the design document "as-built" and installed
plant conditions was corrected by removing the foam
rubber seals and the duct tape from A and B SGTS fan
housings. The nuclear plant engineering group was
subsequently requested to review this MNCR for
disposition.

A subsequent operability review by the licensee
determined that the leakage around the fan housings
after the removal of the seals and tape would not,

affect the ability of the SGTS to draw down the
auxiliary building or maintain required vacuum at
required flow rates. However, the potential of the
resulting in-leakage, which would bypass the HEPA and
charcoal filter, to cause 10 CFR Part 100 offsite dose
limits to be exceeded during a design basis accident,
was overlooked by the licensee at that time.

Based on a review of MNCR 0148-91, the Nuclear Plant
Engineering Group developed Minor Change Package (MCP)
92/1065 to provide for the design, fabrication and
installation of shaft seals for the SGTS filter train
fans and the control room standby fresh air unit train
fans. In-leakage paths around the fan housing were
repaired. This MCP which was worked during RFO5 was
signed off as being completed on June 3, 1992.

At the beginning of RFOS, the licensee suspected
possible bypass leakage around the SGTS filter trains.
However, due to operability restrictions placed on the
SGTS during fuel movement, testing was not accomplished
until near the end of the outage. When testing was
completed, bypass leakage was discovered to be from
around the motor- to- fan shaft and the vane actuator
shaft on both filter trains. This in-leakage could not
be quantified and this unfiltered flow was considered
by the licensee to have the potential for exceeding
10 CFR Part 100 offsite dose limits during an accident.
The licensee also documented that this non-conformance
had been repaired and retested prior to plant startup.

On June 8, 1992, the licensee made a four hour
notification to inform the NRC of this unfiltered
bypass leakage, a condition which was considered to be
outside the design basis of the plant. It was also
stated during the call that the SGTS had been repaired
and retested. On June 10, 1992, the licensee
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I discovered that this work had not been completed per
the MCP and declared both trains of SGTS inoperable at
1408-hours requiring actions toward plant shutdown per
TS 3.0.3. A shutdown was commenced from approximtely
36 percent reactor power. An Unusual-Event was
declared by the licensee at approximately 1500 hours
based on the loss of secondary containment integrity.
Emergency repair work to properly seal the in-leakage
around the SGTS filter fan housings was initiated,
completed and verified _ prior to entering hot shutdown
condition. Both trains of SGTS were declared operable
and the Unusual Event was subsequently exited at 1845
hours. Reactor power had been reduced co approximately -

33 percent.

The licensee had begun investigatiens into the root
cause of why incomplete work packages had been signed
off, and into the safety significance of the
in-leakage. Additionally, an independent review of the
design change process by Entergy corporate personnel
was requested by the plant staff. The results of these
investigations were incomplete at the end of the
ir 3pection period and will be followed by the
inspectors as Unresolved Item Number 92-16-04.

f. On June 4, 1992, at approximately 1400 hours a health
physics technician exited the radwaste tunnel area and
upon exiting was instructed by health physics
supervision to up-post the tunnel area f rom a "high
radiation area" to a " transient very high radiation
area" due to the impending reactor startup following
the outage. This area contained piping used to -

transfer highly radioactive demineralizer resins from
plant systems (RWCU, etc.) to radwaste for processing.

The door was properly up-posted by the technician;
however, the door was not properly verified tL be
locked and latched. The door was signed off as being
locked and latched at 1430 hours.

At approximately 2100 hours the same day, a Quality
Programs technician found the door properly posted but
not properly secured. An immediate search was made and
no personnel were found in the tunnel area. The
licensee later verified that no resin transfers had
taken place during the period the door was left open.

Further investigations made by health physics
personnel revealed that deficiencies in the locking
mechanism had prevented the door from being locked.

|
q

_ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - -
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L Corrective-actions completed by_the licensee to prevent

irecurrence included the following:-

(1). The health physics-technician responsible fort

leaving-the door unsecured was counseled by
supervision onithe proper method of verifying :
postings and locked enclosures.

(2) This incident was discussed wich all health
physics personnel.

(3) All Very High Radiation Areas and Transient Very
High Radiation Area locking mechanisms were tested'

to verify proper operation.

In addition, a program was being developed to routinely
(daily) verify that measures and controls.(postings,
flasaing lights, locks)_were in place for VHRA/TVHRA
control.

Technical Specification 6.12.2 requires, in part, that!

in addition to the. requirements of 6.12.1, areas
accessible to personnel with radiation levels such that
a major portion of the body could receive in one hour a
dose greater than 1000 rem shall be providedLwith
locked doors to prevent unauthorized-entry.

On June 4, 1992, the door to.a Transient Very High
Radiation Area (radwaste tunnel area) was left
unlatched-for approximately 7 hours. The area had been

-

properly posted as a transient very high: radiation
area; however, no resins had been_ sluiced through_the
tunnel ~ area during the._ period-the door was unlatched.
The Health Physics Technician that closed the door
failed to verify that the door latched and locked when
he exited the area.

This licensee-identified violation 11s not being cited
because criteria specified in Section VII.B of the
Enforcement Policy were satisfied. This item was

,

identified as non-cited violation NCV 92-16-05 which'

was opened and closed during this inspection.

4. -Maintenance Observation-(62703)

During the report period, the inspectors observed portions
of the maintenance activities listed below. The'

observations included a' review of the MWOs and other related
documents for adequacy; adherence-to procedure, proper

; tagouts, technical specifications, quality controls, and
j radiological' controls; observation of work and/or retesting;

and specified retest requirements.E

1

.

t
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60392 Replace recirculation HPU Subloop 1 pump
mechanical seal.

6872 LLRT-Upper containment personnel
airlock.

72883 Remove / install tubing on
front gear case as required to
allow removal of case cover.

73104 Detension and retension main
bearing studs per MNCR 0175/92.

76226 Low pressure control fluid duplex filter
change out.

No violations or deviations were identified. The results of
the inspections in this area indicated that the maintenance
program was effective.

5. Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspectors observed the performance of portions of the
surveillances listed below. The observation included a
review of the procedures for technical adequacy, conformance
to technical specifications and LCOs; verification of test
instrument calibration; observation cf all or part of the
actual surveillance; removal and return to service of the
system or component; and review of the data for
acceptability based upon the acceptance criteria.

06-IC-1C34-R-0001, Reactor Vessel Water Level High
(Level 8) Main Turbine / Reactor Feed
Pump Turbine (MT/RFPT) Trip
Cal ibration.

06-IC-1C71-R-2020, Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Trip Fluid
ATT. 1 Low Pressure (RPS/EOC RPT).

06-OP-1E12-C-0013, RHR B Shutdown Cooling Mode
ATT. 2 Valve Test.

06-0P-lE12-C-0012-02, RHR A Shutdown Cooling Mode Valve
Test.

06-0P-1E21-0-0006, LPCS Quarterly Functional Test.
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06-0P-1C61-R-0002, Remote Shutdown Panel
Injection / Shutdown Cooling Check.

06-RE-SC11-V-0402, Centrol Rod Scram Testing.

06-OP-1C11-W-0001, Control Rod Operability

No violations or deviations were identified. The
observed surveillance tests were performed in a
satisfactory manner and met the requirements of
Technical Specifications.

6. Reportable Occurrences (90712 & 92700)

The event reports listed below were reviewed to
determine if the information provided met the NRC
reporting requirements. The determination included
adequacy of event description, the corrective action
taken or planned, the existence of pctential generic
problems and the relative Tfety significance of each
event. The inspectors ubdL he NRC enforcement guidance
to determine if the event met the criterion for
licensee identified violations.

a. On May 19, 1992, during the performance of a
containment isolation logic surveillance test, an I&C
technician connected a test lead to containment
monitoring system relay M71-R56 test terminal as
instructed by procedure. While completing the
connections, the technician " drew an arc" with an
adjacent relay terminals. Containment monitoring
relays M71-R57 and M71-R68 de-energized which caused -

several containment isolation valves to isolate.
Investigation by the licensee revealed a blown fuse in
the containment monitoring circuit caused the
isolation. The valves closed to their failed-safe
position following los' of power to their respective
solanoids. The fuse was replaced and the containment
isolation valves were repositioned. A program had been
previously established which installed test jacks on
relay terminals frequently used for surveillance to
improve accessibility and provide a more secure
instrument lead-to-terminal connections; however, test
jacks had not been installed on this particular relay,

due to infrequent use. Permanent test jacks were to be
installed on the M71-R56 relay and other identified
relays as plant conditions permitted. This occurrence
was classified as an ESF actuation and \;as reported
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73.

b. On June 25, 1992, at 1339 hours a group 8 (RWCU)
Division 2 isolation occurred. A four hour report was

1
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made by the licensee in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72. The licensee suspected
that spurious operation of Riley Panalarm Temperature
Switches #31N604B (MSL tunnel temperature high) and
E31N605B (MSL tunnel delta temperature-high) caused
this ESF actuation. The root cause investigation of
this incident by the licensee had not been completed by
the end of the inspection period consequently this item
will be tracked as Inspector Follow Item 92-16-06.

c. On June 25, 1992, at 1120 hours, the licensee de'lared
the PASS inoperable due to the failure of the motor
operator associated with valve P33E5F#A. This failure
prevented liquid flow being established through the
PASS. The licensee attributed this failure to
component aging since the motor operator had been in
service for approximately 10 years. A one hour report
was made by the licensee in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72. The component was
replaced and a liquid sample was successfully taken.
The system was declared operable on June 2- 1992.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Fuel Reconstitution (86700)

On November-26, 1991, elevated off-gas readings were
observed by the licensee which indicated possible fuel
cladding failures. The location of the possible leakers in
the core were subsequently narrowed down by offgas sampling
during control rod manipulations. During the refueling
outage that began on April 17, 1992, sipping of several
suspect fuel assemblies and eddy current testing of rods in
these assemblies revealed three assemblies with leaking
rods. Two of the assemblies (9x9) were reconstituted by
replacing the leaking rodfin each assembly with new natural

L uranium dioxide' rods. The inspectors observed portions of
this process. The third assembly (8x8) was dincharged and
replaced with another assembly that wac to be discharged.
Results from off-gas sampling during the reactor startup
indicated.that all leakers had been identified and
repaired / removed:during the outage.

?-

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Reliable Decay Heat Removal During Outages (TI 2515/113)
.

The inspector obtained.information and reviewed licensee
practices ~for maintaining reliable decay heat removal during
outages. Prior to RFOS, the licensee conducted an-in-depth
safety assessment to identify possible improvements and
"high risk" issues associated with the upcoming outage. The

1

l

l
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results and recommendations of this assessment were
incorporated into a formal Shutdown Protection Plan which
was implemented prior to and during RF05.'

No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Plant Startup From Refueling (71711)

The startup from RF05 commenced on June 4, 1992, in
accordance with Integrated Operating Instruction (IOI)
03-1-01-1, Cold Shutdown to Generator Carrying Minimum
Load. This procedure required operations personnel to
place in service all safety related systems needed for
mode 2 operations, achieve plant criticality-and heat
up the plant to synchronize the generator to the grid.
NRC inspectors cbserved the plant achieve criticality
on June 4: 1992, at approximately 2012 hours with a
reactor period of 262 seconds and respective
recirculation loop temperature of 136' F. Cri tica'. Ty

was achieved in a controlled manner.

NRC inspectors observed the licensee use surveillance
procedure (SP) 06-RE-SB13-V-0401, Shutdown Margin
Demonstration, to determine an in-sequence critical

-

shutdown margin (SDM) . The inspectors reviewed the
surveillance data for this procedure and verified thate

the hand calculated minimum SDM was 0.7926%Ak/k. This
calculated value meets the minimum SDM value
requirements of Technical Specifications.

No violations or deviations were identified.'

_

10. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on
June 26, 1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1
ahDva. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of
the materials provided to or reviewed by the inspectors
during this inspection. The licensee had no comment on the
following inspection findings:

Item Number Description and Reference

50-416/92-16-01, Vio. Two examples of failure
to follow procedure

50-416/92-16-02, IFI. Followup to fuel rod growth
evaluation

50-416/92-16-03, IFI. Plant susceptibility to
lightning induced scrams

<
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i50-416/02-16-04, URI. Standby gas treatment system
bypass leakage |

l

50-416/92-16-05, NCV Failure to lock a transient I
(Opened and Closed very high radiation area door

50-416/92-16 06, IFI, Followup to root cause
investigation of RWCU
isolation

11. Acronyns and Initialisms

APRM - Average T'wer Range Moniter
ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without Scram

Condition IdentificationCI -

CRD - Control Rod Drive
Design Change PackageDCP -

DG - Diesel Generator
ECCS- Emergency Core Cooling System
EHC - Electro-Hydraulic Control <

Engineering Safety FeatureESF -

Flow Control ValveFCV -

High Efficient Particulate AirHEP -

HPCS - High Pressure Core Spray
HPU - Hydraulic Power Unit
I&C - Instrumentation and Control
IFI - Inspector Followup Item

Integrated Operation InstructionIOI -

LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation
LLRT - Local Leak Rate Test

Low Preusure Core InjectionLPCI -

LPCS - Low Pressure Core Spray
Load Sequence & SheddingLSS -

MCP - Minor Change Package
MMCR - Material Nonconformance Report
MSIV - Main Steam Isolation Valve
MSL - Main Steam Line
MWO - Maintenance Work Order

Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNRC -

PASS - Post Accident Sampling System
| PSW Plant Service Water

Quality Deficiency ReportQDR -

RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RFOS - Refueling Outage Five

Residual Heat RemovalRHR -

EPS - Reactor Protection System
i RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup

Radiation Work RequestRWP -

SGTS - Standby Gas Treatment System
| TDCW - Turbine Building Cooling Water
| TVHRA - Transient Very High Radiation Area

| VERA - Very High Radiation Area

|
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